Comparison Smith & Nephew Oxinium vs. Aesculap AS coating

"OXINIUM is a truly advanced bearing material for total joint arthroplasty!"

- It’s not a coating – it can’t be chipped away
  - Hardness 12.1 GPa

- PE wear is reduced by 85 %

- Oxinium has half the coefficient of friction against PE compared to CoCr

Complete Solution

Safe Solution

Reproducible Results

Superior Tribology
Only for the femur! The other components such as tibia, stems, wedges are made of titanium.

- Titanium contains Nickel -> not a real allergy solution
- Backside wear is not negligible (30 %)! even for fixed platforms! This can lead to Nickel ion release!

AS is a real allergy solution for all implant components.

- Multilayer design has proven to be resistant against mechanical ablation through Rockwell and scratch testing
- Hardness 28 GPa
- Multilayer coating proven to withstand mechanical stress (bone chips and cement particles)²

Different Oxinium studies – different results for reduction rates from 42 % to 85 %. 85 % is a questionable result, read more...

The AS coating is a ceramic coating with superior wettability which leads to a lower coefficient of friction.
Smith & Nephew claims:
“OXINiUM is a truly advanced bearing material for total joint arthroplasty!”

- Only for the femur!
  The other components (tibia, stems, wedges, ...) are made out of titanium. Backside wear is not negligible even for fixed platforms! McEwen et al. describe that backside wear in fixed platforms can contribute up to 30% of the overall wear rate. Oxinium’s claim of wear reduction fails to include backside wear.

- Oxinium does not have any nickel ion release from the femur; however, they can not ignore metal ion releases from the tibia!

Since the coefficient of friction between titanium and polyethylene is high (0.04-0.121) a relatively high amount of nickel metal ions can be released into the body (Fig. 1).

Metal ions have been shown in many studies to be present in serum after TKA.3,4

Any material placed in a biological environment undergoes corrosion. Thus, with their large metallic surfaces, TKA implants are particularly prone to corrosion with subsequent release of metal ions into the human body which may cause local and systemic toxic effects and hypersensitivity reactions, and might even increase the risk of cancer.4

The prevalence of dermal sensitivity in patients with a joint replacement device, particularly those with a failed implant, is substantially higher than that in the general population.5

**Fig. 1: Concentration of Ni ions in the lubricant of wear tests after 0.5 Mio. wear cycles.
*within the sensitivity of detection.**

Metal ions can increase hypersensitivity reactions!
A wide range of products is available in AS version for e.motion and Columbus.

Studies

- Clinical evidence: Prof. Thomas (Dermatological Hospital at the LMU Munich) has examined the effectiveness of the AS coating in patients with diagnosed nickel and cobalt hypersensitivity. The patients did not exhibit any reactions to the coated test samples whereas they showed clear reactions to the uncoated alloy samples.7, 8

- Laboratory measurements proved: AS coating does not release any metal ions — All ion releases are around threshold for detection [Fig. 2].2, 6, 9

Fig. 2: Concentration of metal ions in serum after 1 million cycles.
*around threshold for detection*

No metal ion release with AS implants.
All components are coated!
The multilayer design of the AS coating is mechanically consistent against ablation. AS implants have been successfully implanted since 2006, since then there has been no revision reported because of mechanical ablation problems (Fig. 3).

Problems with Monolayer PVD coatings have been reported in literature.\textsuperscript{10, 11} Compared to the monolayer coating, the multilayer AS coating has a strong proven improvement of mechanical ablation.\textsuperscript{2}

Smith & Nephew claims:

It's not a coating – it can't be chipped away

*ZrN-top coat ca. 2.5\(\mu\)m*

CrN–CrCN

interface coating

5 layers app. 2\(\mu\)m thick

Cr bond coating app. 100nm

CoCrMo base material

Fig. 3: Composition of the AS coating architecture.

We have proven the stability of the coating in different mechanical tests such as Rockwell test (VDI 3198) and scratch (Reve-Test) test (see brochure no. O36802 The Premium Knee System).\textsuperscript{5, 12}

In a mechanical stress test with the addition of cortical bone chips and bone cement particles after 1.0 million cycles no damage (scratch, nicks, etc.) could be detected on the condyle surfaces (Fig. 4).\textsuperscript{5, 12}

Multilayer coating is resistant against mechanical ablation!
Outside the area of articulation

Inside the area of articulation

One reason for this highly resistant surface is the hardness of the material. Hardness of the AS coating is more than doubled compared to Oxinium! The hardness of the AS coating is 28 GPa compared to Oxinium 12.1 GPa and CoCr 5.4 GPa (Fig. 5).

No scratches even under abrasive conditions!9, 12
There are several studies available addressing the wear reduction of oxidized zirconium femur components\textsuperscript{15 - 18}. Depending on the source the results differ tremendously from reduction rates of 42\% to up to 85\%. There are even more differences for the wear rates itself (0.69 mm\(^3\)/Mc to 12.4 mm\(^3\)/Mc), mostly due to varying test set up and conditions such as implant design.

The results from Spector et al.\textsuperscript{16} for the Oxinium wear rate are very low (0.69 mm\(^3\)/Mc) compared to results from a comparison study (Triathlon vs Genesis Oxinium II: 12.1 mm\(^3\)/Mc).\textsuperscript{19} Although one was PS and the other was CR, the difference between the two studies seem to be quite high.

One reason for the extreme low wear rate for Spector et al. could be the bovine concentration of the serum. Standard is 20\%, Spector et al. used 50\%. The higher the bovine serum concentration is the lower wear rates are. This also explains the low wear rate results for CoCrMo (0.69 mm\(^3\)/Mc) implants in this study.

For all other studies (Table 1) the wear rate for Oxinium is between 11.6 mm\(^3\)/Mc and 12.4 mm\(^3\)/Mc which is even higher than wear rates for Columbus CR (8.8 mm\(^3\)/Mc) uncoated.

In all wear rate tests for the AS coating we have reproducible reduction of wear of around 60\% (Table 2).

Despite improved results for wear rates, Göbel et al found a statistically significant higher rate of radiolucent lines in zones 1 and 4 at the tibia site in the zirconium group.\textsuperscript{20}

Smith & Nephew claims:
PE wear is reduced by 85\%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Products</th>
<th>wear rate CoCrMo [mm(^3)/Mc]*</th>
<th>wear rate Oxinium [mm(^3)/Mc]</th>
<th>Reduction in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ezzet et al.(^1)(^5)</td>
<td>Profix</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>42 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsukamoto et al.(^1)(^7)</td>
<td>Profix</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>56 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triathlon vs Genesis(^1)(^9)</td>
<td>Genesis II PS Oxinium</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spector et al.(^1)(^6)</td>
<td>Genesis II CR</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>85 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1 mg/Mc is equal to 1 mm\(^3\)/Mc; 0.945 mg/mm\(^3\) (density)*
Smith & Nephew claims:
Oxinium has half the coefficient of friction against PE compared to CoCr

This is the case for all ceramic surfaces. Oxinium does not have any advantages over other ceramic surfaces such as TiN or ZrN (AS) coatings.

The coefficient of friction decreases with a high wettability of the surface, which is excellent for the AS coating. Together with the very hard surface characteristics it leads to very low wear rates as biomechanical testing showed (Fig. 6).21-25

Due to the low coefficient of friction the AS coating has reduced abrasive wear and reduced adhesive wear.

Fig. 6: Wear rates for Columbus and univation.21-25
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